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The intersec+on of human crea+vity and technological prowess takes center stage at the groundbreaking 
"human x machina" Arts in the Age of Technology exhibi+on, set to redefine ar+s+c boundaries at Miami 
Interna+onal Fine Arts MIFA. Curated within an immersive archive, this exhibi+on showcases select ar+sts 
who intricately blur the tradi+onal lines separa+ng handmade art from machine-generated counterparts, 
offering a visionary perspec+ve that dismantles myths and reshapes ar+s+c perspec+ves. 
 
This avant-garde showcase boldly challenges established norms, guiding visitors through a transforma+ve 
journey that unites human craBsmanship and technological innova+on. Within these curated crea+ons, 
visitors will witness a fusion of ar+stry and cuDng-edge technology, unveiling a vibrant tapestry of 
crea+ons that bridge the gap between the tangible and the digital realms. 
 
"human x machina" pioneers a new era in the arts by spotligh+ng creators who embrace the collabora+ve 
dance between human ingenuity and technological advancements. Each piece showcased embodies a 
narra+ve that defies conven+on, encouraging viewers to ques+on preconceived no+ons and embrace the 
evolving landscape of ar+s+c expression. 
 
"This exhibi+on celebrates the synergy between human craBsmanship and technological innova+on. Our 
rela+onship with machines has evolved throughout the industrial revolu+ons from simple dependence to 
an inseparable collabora+on. What began as harnessing their power has grown into a synergy. We aim to 
show the fine line where human innova+on and technological advancement intertwine, shaping the 
trajectory of our civiliza+on,” says Curator Luis Valenzuela, the visionary curator behind this 
groundbreaking showcase. "It's a plaOorm where ar+sts transcend boundaries, pushing the envelope of 
what's possible in the ever-evolving ar+s+c landscape." 
 
From sculptures intricately craBed by hand to artworks generated through cuDng-edge machine learning 
algorithms, "human x machina" unveils a spectrum of crea+ons that inspire awe and introspec+on. 
Visitors will experience a paradigm shiB as they explore this exhibi+on, immersing themselves in a realm 
where the boundaries between the handmade and the machine-made blur into an awe-inspiring 
con+nuum. 
 
The "human x machina" exhibi+on is slated to open its doors to art enthusiasts, technophiles, and those 
curious about the evolving nature of art at MIFA Gallery on December 2 (opening night), invi+ng all to 
witness the groundbreaking convergence of human ar+stry and technological innova+on. The exhibi+on 
will be public from November 4, 2023, through January 27, 2024. On January 9-10 and 18-19, 2024, there 
will be conferences related to the theme sponsored by Space Art and Insinet. 
 
 
For media inquiries, interviews, or addi+onal informa+on, don't hesitate to get in touch with Curator Luis 
Valenzuela at humanxmachinamifa@gmail.com 


